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Introduction: Trachydosaurus rugosus 

Cruising along the two-lane blacktop, just north of Adelaide, we see an unusual sight—no, make it two; 

two unusual sights wait for us a few hundred yards ahead, dead center in the road. At first glance, they look 

like two strips of rubber—a shredded tire? Upon closer inspection, they look like two strips of rubber with the 

overlapping, scaly texture of a pinecone. Whatever these two strips are, they don’t move, even when we pull 

over to solve the mystery. Here in the middle of the blacktop are two prime examples of Australia’s “dragons 

of the dry,” more commonly known as lizards. These two specimens are shinglebacks, and it is clear to us that, 

although both are immovable, one is alive and one is dead.   

To say that shinglebacks live life at a leisurely pace is an understatement; there’s a good reason they’re 

also known as “sleepy lizards.” Their manner, docile to a fault, endears them to herpetologists in the Outback. 

The ease with which these lizards are tracked, caught, and banded for study makes them a favorite of 

zoologists who are perhaps past their prime; a shingleback moving at top “speed” is no match for an 80-year-

old man. But what fascinates the scientists who study the shingleback more than anything else is the lizard’s 

enduring faithfulness to its mate.  

Shingleback monogamy is a commitment rarely found outside the world of birds (and, theoretically, 

humans). For twenty years or more, every spring, no matter how far off the two may have wandered 

separately in the bush, Shingleback & Wife come back to each other. For the next several weeks following the 

reunion, the male will keep in step with the female, following her wherever she goes. After several more 

weeks, the next generation appears. Soon after this, in their unhurried, sleepy way, the shingleback and its 

mate will bid each other farewell and good luck, with a promise of another reunion in the springtime.   

The glacial pace that makes the shingleback so endearing to scientists also makes them susceptible to 

those who cruise along the two-lane blacktop. Shinglebacks commonly go the way of the raccoon and the 

armadillo. Yet it is in death that the faithfulness of the shingleback is at its most astonishing. For several days, 

and even weeks, the living mate stays by its beloved’s side, all day and night. It does not move, no matter how 

close those murderous motorists might get. As we consider this miracle of love and fidelity before us, chewing 

a thoughtful Clif bar as we broil under the hundred-degree sun, we might ask, “Why doesn’t he move on? 

Doesn’t this sleepy lizard know he’s free to go?” 

 What keeps a shingleback in step with its mate, spring after spring, year after year? What force of 

nature keeps a shingleback in the blacktop’s dead center, faithfully, jealously holding that middle ground for 

days and weeks on end, even though it’s free to leave? 

 “Therefore, my beloved brothers, be steadfast, immovable, always abounding in the work of the Lord, 

knowing that in the Lord your labor is not in vain” (1 Cor 15:58). Here we have yet another of the apostle 

Paul’s profound paradoxes: the Christian is called to be immovable (ἀμετακίνητοι)—in a state of perfect 

rest—and, at the same time, to abound in the work of the Lord (περισσεύοντες ἐν τῷ ἔργῳ τοῦ κυρίου)—in a 

state of constant motion. How is this possible?  

 Christ alone is the answer. Only in Christ, who set me free, can I live my life as a free man, subject to 

none. Only in Christ, who gave everything He had, including His last breath, for me, can I live my life as a 

servant, subject to all. This is the tension of Christian freedom: to live by these paradoxes and hold to our 

precious “narrow Lutheran middle” jealously, while simultaneously and harmoniously abounding in the work 

of the Lord and in loving service for the good of our neighbor, so that the narrow middle does not become the 

dead center.  
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 Martin Luther and the men who wrote our Confessions lived and struggled in this tension, too. Their 

struggle is the subject of this essay.  

 

I. FC X: Christian jealousy in casu confessionis 

 
I know that after my departure fierce wolves will come in among you, not sparing the flock, and from among your own selves 

will arise men speaking twisted things, to draw away the disciples after them. (Ac 20:29-30) 

 

Therefore let no one pass judgment on you in questions of food and drink, or with regard to a festival or a new moon or a 

Sabbath. (Col 2:16) 

 

But now the archdeacon began to meditate on some strong measures of absolute opposition. Dr Proudie and his crew were of 

the lowest possible order of Church of England clergymen, and therefore it behoved him, Dr Grantly, to be of the very highest. 

Dr Proudie would abolish all forms and ceremonies, and therefore Dr Grantly felt the sudden necessity of multiplying 

them…It was true that he himself could not intone the service, but he could procure the co-operation of any number of 

gentleman-like curates well trained in the mystery of doing so. He would not willingly alter his own fashion of dress, but he 

could people Barchester with young clergymen dressed in the longest frocks, and in the highest-breasted silk waistcoats. He 

certainly was not prepared to cross himself, or to advocate the real presence; but, without going this length, there were 

various observances, by adopting which he could plainly show his antipathy to such men as Dr Proudie and Mr Slope. 

(Anthony Trollope, Barchester Towers)  

 

 With the promulgation of the Augsburg Interim on May 15, 1548, Charles V had, at last, found a 

“Christian and suitable means” for all the factious subjects of his Holy Roman Empire to live “peacefully and 

amicably” in “greater Christian concord and moderation.” Such was the opinion—perhaps biased—of the men 

who wrote it. They stated as much in the preface.  

 Published just over a year after the imperial army’s victory over the Smalcald League at Mühlberg, the 

Interim was intended to be an ecclesiastical cease-fire until the Council of Trent completed its work. In reality, 

however, the defeated Lutherans were expected to abide by every decision of the Council as it was adopted.  

 Here were the main terms of the Interim (Kolb, Nestingen 144-182): 
 

 Clerical marriage and Communion in both kinds would be tolerated among the Lutherans…for now. 

 In all other matters, Catholic doctrine, practice, and church government would be restored. 

 Justification included the renewal of the Holy Spirit.  

 

 Cleverly tucked away at the back was the twenty-sixth article, concerning church rites. Lutherans were 

ordered to retain the following ceremonies without exception: 
  

 Exorcism and chrismation in the rite of baptism. 

 Canonical hours. 

 Prayers to the saints. 

 Feast days, including the Feasts of Corpus Christi and the Blessed Virgin. 

 Fasting on Friday and Saturday. 

 Adoration of the Host.  

 

 Reactions to the Interim were varied. John Agricola, former ally of Luther and Interim contributor, may 

have been exaggerating when he said that the Interim “reformed the pope and made the emperor a Lutheran” 

(Bente, sec. 122). The decidedly unreformed pope, Paul III, found it too soft and immediately made the motion 

to revoke the concessions on marriage and the Lord’s Supper. Though the faithful dwelling in the lands of the 

Reformation faced deportation, imprisonment, and even execution, they refused to comply, whether in the 
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silence of empty churches in southern Germany, or in more vocal forms of protest in the north, protests 

encouraged by the brave examples of church leaders who had relocated to Magdeburg from Wittenberg. The 

Augsburg Interim proved to be unenforceable; a dead letter from the beginning.   

 Moritz, now Elector of Saxony, had been having second thoughts about his betrayal of the Smalcald 

League. To win back his subjects without losing the favor of the emperor, he gathered theologians from 

Leipzig and Wittenberg to formulate another plan for Christian concord and moderation. The fruit of their 

labors was the Leipzig Interim, published on December 22, 1548.  

 The following is a summary of Interim 2.0 (Kolb, Nestingen 183-196): 
 

Justification does, in fact, include the renewal of the Holy Spirit. 

Faith, hope, and love—all of which are good works—are necessary for salvation. 

What the Church teaches is always right.  

We take back what we said about the pope and the bishops. 

We will retain the exorcism in the rite of baptism. 

And auricular confession. No one will be admitted to the Supper without it.  

There will be penance, complete with prescribed prayers, fasts, and almsgiving. 

There will be extreme unction. 

The sermon will be preached on the Gospel text. 

The trappings of worship will be retained. 

The canonical hours will be observed. 

So will the festivals. 

And those Friday and Saturday fasts. 

In the interest of “tranquility, peace, and unity,” we can agree on adiaphora, “even when in use by the other 

party,” without compromising Scripture. 

 

 One Wittenberg theologian who had answered the elector’s call was Philip Melanchthon. Melanchthon 

was a typical man. Typical men prefer peace to freedom. In his opinion, “the devastation of churches was a 

greater offense” than any compromise over ceremonies (Bente, sec. 126). This was just one example of how he 

justified his actions at Leipzig. Another was his belief that the Lutheran Reformation was still in its infancy. 

But the stock ticker of his conscience didn’t let him get away with this self-deception:  

 

 AC XV…Ap XV…AC XXIV…Ap XXIV…AC XXVIII…Ap XXVIII…Tr… 

 

Had the guiding presence of Luther ever been more sorely missed? 

 The furor that erupted in the wake of this “truce over the corpse of true Lutheranism” was fanned into 

flame by Matija Vlačič, better known as Matthias Flacius (Bente, ibid.). To Flacius and his fellow Gnesio-

Lutherans the second version of the Interim was worse than the first. Flacius published De veris et falsis 

adiaphoris in 1549. Yielding to adiaphora, wrote the fiery Croatian, would be the “entering wedge” of Catholic 

domination and a contract with the Antichrist (cf. Tjernagel 15). It is from Flacius that we receive our motto 

regarding the “state of confession”: Nihil est adiaphoron in casu confessionis et scandali.  

 Though the Leipzig Interim was nullified by the Peace of Passau and the Peace of Augsburg, the 

controversy lived on. For nearly thirty years, the unionistic Philippists and the vindictive Gnesio-Lutherans 

dug in deeper and deeper as the battle over adiaphora continued to rage, until the Concordists marked and 

occupied the “narrow Lutheran middle” between the trenches. 

 FC X teaches us that adiaphora are indeed “indifferent matters,” but they do not exist in a vacuum; it 

might be better to call them “neutral” rather than “indifferent” (Teigen 17). Adiaphora are like those vessels 

found in the great house in Paul’s second letter to Timothy, “some for honorable use, some for dishonorable” 

(2:20). The golden chalices dedicated to the glory of God in the Temple were slobbered on by drunken 
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Babylonians at the house of Belshazzar (Dan 5:3-4). On their own, they are indeed neutral, these Mitteldinge, 

neither commanded nor forbidden by God, but adiaphora take on almost ionic charges based on their use and 

the motivation behind their use (Epit 3-5; SD 5-8).  

Perhaps a cautionary tale from nature can serve to illustrate this. 

 Bufo marinus, better known as the cane toad, was minding its own business, living in a state of 

ecological equilibrium throughout its natural range, which, at the beginning of the twentieth century, stretched 

from the Rio Grande to the Amazon. Its extremely toxic skin kept a great number of would-be predators at 

bay—a great number, but not all; there were enough species immune to the dreaded bufotoxin to keep the cane 

toad in check. 

 Cane toads were called “cane toads” because they were known to feast on insect pests that plagued 

sugarcane. This taste for sugarcane pests was not lost on sugarcane growers in Queensland, the northeastern 

province of Australia, where Dermlepida albohirtum, the cane beetle, had been laying waste to their fields for 

years. Surely, thought the Queenslanders, the cane toad would find the cane beetle a taste sensation! 

 In 1935, with the very best intentions, 3,000 cane toads were shipped from South America to the merry 

old land of Oz. The result was a catastrophe. The cane toad turned up its nose at the cane beetle and, with 

nothing better to do, got down to some serious reproducing. The 3,000 soon became millions, hopping all 

across northern Australia, coast to coast, killing untold numbers of native species, pets, and even humans. The 

new set of would-be predators, such as the (heretofore) fearsome monitor lizard, could not overcome the 

bufotoxin and were decimated. 

 This is not to say that Aussie ingenuity hasn’t harnessed the power of the cane toad. Golfers drive them 

off tees and post the videos on YouTube. Cane toad purses fetch a handsome sum. A chemical extracted from 

bufotoxin—bufotenin—is a strong hallucinogenic that is classified as a Schedule 1 controlled substance in 

Australian law, along with cocaine and heroin. Licking the toads, however, is discouraged.  

 Team Bufo advocates for the swift eradication of this invasive species. You can visit them at 

www.canetoadsinoz.com. Unfortunately, they do not sell their t-shirts to the public. 

 The cane toad, previously a neutral entity, was introduced with good intentions, but it was introduced 

in the wrong place at the wrong time, and it was a disaster. Its tragic failure shows that the rule of logic is 

shattered by the multifoliate details of each unique environment. This is the danger that Christians face if we 

try to solve the paradox of Christian freedom with hard and fast rules. Rules are what we don’t need; what we 

need is the Rule: the rule of love.  

 Adiaphora may be matters of indifference, but they are not used indifferently. When others try to bind 

our consciences in the name of peace, we fall back on our Christian freedom and stand behind our clear 

confession:    
  

We also believe, teach, and confess that in a time when confession is necessary, as when the enemies of God’s 

Word want to suppress the pure teaching of the holy gospel, the entire community of God, indeed, every 

Christian, especially servants of the Word as the leaders of the community of God, are obligated according to 

God’s Word to confess true teaching and everything that pertains to the whole of religion purely and publicly. 

They are to do so not only with words but also in actions and deeds. In such a time they shall not yield to the 

opponents even in indifferent matters, nor shall they permit the imposition of such adiaphora by opponents who 

use violence or chicanery in such a way that undermines true worship of God or that introduces or confirms 

idolatry. (SD 10) 

  

 FC X also teaches us that we have the freedom to use or not to use adiaphora. In either case, the 

motivation remains the same: the glory of God and the edification of God’s people (Epit 10, 12; SD 9, 30). With 

feet firmly planted between the ditches of legalism and unionism, we remain truly evangelical, desiring true 

fellowship with those who gather around the pure Gospel (Epit 7; SD 31). 
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 What stands out in this article, this “conscience of Protestantism,” this “veritable citadel for our time” 

(Walther, quoted in Klug 64), is the language of jealousy: 
 

For in such a situation it is no longer indifferent matters that are at stake. The truth of the Gospel and Christian 

freedom are at stake. The confirmation of open idolatry, as well as the protection of the weak in faith from 

offense, is at stake. In such matters we can make no concessions but must offer an unequivocal confession and 

suffer whatever God sends and permits the enemies of his Word to inflict on us. (Epit 6) 

 

  Jealousy is not synonymous with “envy,” as so many of our fellow Americans understand it, but the 

unwillingness to lose something precious. Jealousy itself is an adiaphoron. It can certainly be put to bad use. 

There are convicts on death row who will testify to this. Yet God, writes C.S. Lewis, is the ultimate object of 

human jealousy (38). FC X clearly summons us to the jealous protection of our Christian freedom.  

 We would expect this from men who confessed the doctrine of Luther. Had he not published The 

Freedom of a Christian some sixty years before? 

 

II. 1520: The year of jubilee 
 

The Spirit of the Lord GOD is upon me, because the LORD has anointed me to bring good news to the poor; he has sent me to 

bind up the brokenhearted, to proclaim liberty to the captives, and the opening of the prison to those who are bound; to 

proclaim the year of the LORD’s favor. (Is 61:1-2a) 

 

We must work the works of him who sent me while it is day; night is coming, when no one can work. (Jn 9:4) 

 

If I am to live in the flesh, that means fruitful labor for me. (Php 1:22a) 

 

He has redeemed me, a lost and condemned creature; purchased and won me from all sins, from death, and from the power of 

the devil; not with gold or silver, but with his holy, precious blood, and his innocent suffering and death. (Luther’s 

explanation of the Second Article of the Apostle’s Creed)  

 

The conclusion of The Freedom of a Christian foreshadows the confession of FC X. Christian freedom, 

Luther writes, does not insist on observing ceremonies. At the same time, it does not insist on abolishing 

ceremonies. We are not righteous because we observe the rites, nor are we righteous because we don’t observe 

them. The middle way is vital.  

   What does this life in the middle look like? Walking the middle path means opposing “inflexible 

ceremonialists” in “bold and shocking ways” so that their false teaching might cease (91). Jesus and His 

disciples set the standard for “bold and shocking” when they plucked heads of grain on the Sabbath in 

Matthew 12:1-8 (cf. Ap XV 34). Deliberately provocative acts—like eating wheat—are necessary to oppose all 

the godless who support the superstition of justification by works. They have no authority over us, even in 

adiaphora. 

 But walking the middle path also means bearing with our brothers and sisters who are weak in faith 

(Rom 14:1, 14). They are recently released prisoners, just now realizing their liberation from the captivity of 

Rome. They must be acclimated to this new spiritual life. We fight wolves, but we tend sheep. As theodidacti, 

“men taught by God,” His Word alone guides us along the path of love between the unloving extremes of 

unionism and compromise (Dt 28:14, Rom 14:3). 

 With that, Luther put the finishing touches on the year 1520, the year of jubilee. All that was left on his 

agenda was the public burning of Exsurge Domine on December 10.     

  1520 was the eye of the storm for Luther. It was the year between the Leipzig Debate and the Diet of 

Worms. While negotiations took place behind the scenes as to when and where he would stand trial for heresy, 
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Luther worked. In the afterglow of the “tower breakthrough,” when the Holy Spirit led Luther to a right 

understanding of Christ’s righteousness imparted to the sinner by faith, Luther wrote about the life of the 

Christian in the world, focusing on the practical effects of this “new” theology (Oberman 154).   

 It was a year of remarkable productivity: 

 

 March: Treatise on Good Works 

 June: On the Papacy at Rome 

 August: Address to the German Nobility 

 October: Babylonian Captivity of the Church 

 

 Luther labeled this last essay a praeludium, a prelude to something that “the Roman see had never seen 

before” (AE 36:126). Attached to this “something,” published in November, was a letter of best wishes to Leo X 

he had written in September, a letter which merits its own essay as a study in psychology, since Luther had 

received the bull of excommunication on October 10 but left the best wishes intact. The following essay, as 

Luther closed the letter, was his “sign of peace and good hope,” a “summary of the whole Christian life” (45). 

 The “canticle” of Luther (Bainton 128), The Freedom of a Christian, opens with its famous paradox, a 

restatement of 1 Corinthians 9:19: 

   

 Christianus homo omnium dominus est liberrimus, nulli subjectus. 

 Christianus homo omnium servus est officiosissimus, omnibus subjectus. 

 

 If only such a paradox could be resolved, Luther writes, the propositions would “serve our purposes 

beautifully” (50). With little concern about spoiling the dramatic flow of his essay, Luther solves the mystery 

quickly, and our purposes are thus beautifully served. The paradox is reconciled only in Jesus Christ, the Lord 

of all born subject to the Law (Gal 4:4-5), the Son of God and the Suffering Servant (Php 2:5-8), the Shepherd 

and the Lamb (Jn 10:11, 1:29), the sinless sin offering (2 Cor 5:21), the Ladder upon whom the angels ascend 

and descend (Jn 1:51). His righteousness alone is the declaration of liberty for those in bondage to sin.   

 How is this righteousness unto freedom obtained? How can I be reconciled to God and serve His 

purposes beautifully? Returning to a theme begun in the Treatise on Good Works, Luther writes that nothing 

outside us—certainly nothing prescribed by popes, bishops, or priests—produces righteousness (or, for that 

matter, unrighteousness) in us. The soul receives nothing salutary from the body. There is only one thing the 

soul needs for salvation, the one thing needful: the Gospel that proclaims Christ (Mt 4:4, Jn 8:36).  

 The righteousness of Christ, proclaimed in the Gospel, is apprehended by faith alone. Faith is the work 

of God in us (Jn 6:29), the “incomparable treasure” that brings us “complete deliverance” (55). It is the inner 

confession of faith, not the outward performance of works, which makes the soul righteous or unrighteous (Lk 

6:45, Rom 10:10). Faith frees us from the Law and the slavery of justification by works. Faith honors God and 

consents to God’s will. Faith bestows us on the honor of serving God as kings and priests (1 Pet 2:9). By faith 

even cross, trial, and death serve our purposes beautifully (Rom 8:28, 1 Cor 3:21-23, 2 Cor 12:9). Faith trusts 

that God accepts our works as righteous acts. The righteousness of Christ that is ours by faith—i.e. 

justification—is the source of our Christian liberty.   

 When faith is present in our hearts, not only do we begin to trust God, but we begin to know ourselves 

and our neighbor’s needs: “Through faith we are caught up beyond ourselves into God. Likewise, through 

love we descend beneath ourselves to serve our neighbor” (88-89). As new creations in Christ, set free from the 

righteousness of works, our sole desire in the life of sanctification is to serve, with no thought of gain, but only 

to please the God of our salvation. Paradise is restored to us; the freest of all godly works, Luther writes, was 

man’s original work in the Garden of Eden (Gen 2:15; cf. Fischer 10-11). Here man yielded to God in a spirit of 
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spontaneous love; now the sufficiency of justification produces the spontaneity of good works in us. The 

abundance of faith produces a surplus of works, given as freely as we have received, with Christ as our 

example: 
 

So if there is any encouragement in Christ, any comfort from love, any participation in the Spirit, any affection 

and sympathy, complete my joy by being of the same mind, having the same love, being in full accord and of one 

mind. Do nothing from selfish ambition or conceit, but in humility count others more significant than 

yourselves. Let each of you look not only to his own interests, but also to the interests of others. Have this mind 

among yourselves, which is yours in Christ Jesus, who, though he was in the form of God, did not count equality 

with God a thing to be grasped, but emptied himself, by taking the form of a servant, being born in the likeness of 

men. And being found in human form, he humbled himself by becoming obedient to the point of death, even 

death on a cross. (Php 2:1-8) 

 

Why should we not do for our neighbor what Christ has done for us? Are we not “little Christs,” interceding 

for our neighbors and even taking on their sins? Bainton writes that this concept “ought to be placarded as the 

epitome of Luther’s ethic” (179). 

 How can I presume to be “Christ” for my neighbor? I can be Christ to my neighbor because Jesus has 

given me His precious name: 
 

Faith unites the soul with Christ just as a bride is united with her bridegroom. By this solemn vow, as the Apostle 

Paul teaches, Christ and the soul become one flesh. And if they are one flesh, there is a true marriage between 

them—indeed, the most perfect of marriages because human marriages are but a shadow of this one true union. 

Given the marriage between Christ and the soul, it follows that they hold everything in common, the good as well 

as the evil. Accordingly, the soul that trusts Christ can boast and glory in him since it regards what he has as its 

own. And it follows that whatever the soul has Christ claims as his own. (62) 

  

Faith unites the soul with Christ. Luther had introduced this metaphor in the Address to the German 

Nobility. Here, in this “lyrical rapture” (AE 36:5), it finds its fullest expression. Our Savior exchanges 

righteousness, life, and salvation for sin, death, and hell. He seals this with the wedding ring of faith. This is 

the supreme act of love, found in the most joyful, most unjust exchange of all time. This, Luther writes, is a 

“most pleasing picture not only of communion but also of blessed battle that leads to victory, salvation, and 

redemption” (62).  

 This joyful exchange is the central event of the Christian’s life (Oberman 183-184, Bainton 179, A. 

Scheutze 1967:6). By this exchange, the source of Christian liberty, Christ and His Church are wed. They live 

for each other. To all the wonders God worked through his servant Martin Luther in this year of jubilee we can 

add this: the restoration of true love. 

 

III. Scholastic love: The miseducation of Martin Luther 
 

If a brother or sister is poorly clothed and lacking in daily food, and one of you says to them, “Go in peace, be warmed and 

filled,” without giving them the things needed for the body, what good is that? (Jas 2:15-16) 

 

Now by chance a priest was going down that road, and when he saw him he passed by on the other side. (Lk 10:31) 

 

Begging priests and prophets frequent the doors of the rich and persuade them that they possess a god-given power founded 

on sacrifices and incantations. If the rich person or any of his ancestors has committed an injustice, they can fix it with 

pleasant rituals…and they persuade not only individuals but whole cities that the unjust deeds of the living or the dead can 

be absolved or purified through ritual sacrifices and pleasant games. These initiations, as they call them, free people from 

punishment hereafter, while a terrible fate awaits those who have not performed the rituals. (Plato, Republic) 
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Feed men, and then ask of them virtue! (Fyodor Dostoevsky, The Brothers Karamazov) 

 

“Come and kiss me, and let me congratulate you on your great promotion. I do so very heartily.”  

“Thank you, grandpapa,” she said, touching his forehead with her lips, thus being, as it were, very sparing with her kiss. But 

those lips now were august and reserved for nobler foreheads than that of an old cathedral hack. For Mr Harding still chanted 

the Litany from Sunday to Sunday, unceasingly, standing at that well known desk in the cathedral choir; and Griselda had a 

thought in her mind that when the Hartletop people should hear of the practice they would not be delighted. Dean and 

archdeacon might be very well, and if her grandfather had even been a prebendary, she might have put up with him; but he 

had, she thought, almost disgraced his family in being, at his age, one of the working menial clergy of the cathedral. She 

kissed him, therefore, sparingly, and resolved that her words with him should be few. (Trollope, Framley Parsonage) 

 

 If Aristotle had not been a typical man, Luther would have considered him the Antichrist (Oberman 

121). This seems a bit excessive, considering that Aristotle was searching for the same Rule, stumbling around 

without the guiding light of faith. Several theses Luther presented at the Scholastic Disputation of September 

1517 condemn the one whom Thomas Aquinas called, simply, the “Philosopher” (AE 31:3-16). Luther 

expanded on these theses three years later in the Address to the German Nobility, calling Aristotle a “blind, 

heathen teacher,” whose Physics, Metaphysics, De anima, and—most anti-Christ of all—Ethics, should be handed 

over for destruction (AE 44:200-201; cf. Deutschlander 8).  

 With these pronouncements Luther made a clean break from his education. As a young man in Erfurt, 

he was fed a steady diet of the Philosopher. He took courses in Prior and Posterior Analytics, Metaphysics, and 

the notorious Ethics. He was taught to solve academic (and theological) disputes with Aristotelian logic. 

Ironically, his first series of lectures as a professor in Wittenberg was on Ethics (Kittelson 46, 62). But Luther 

could never overlook two very important points: Aristotle did not believe in the immortality of the individual 

soul, but did believe that man becomes good by doing good. 

 Scholastic disputations aside, not everything Aristotle wrote merits the bonfire. In Ap IV 24 

Melanchthon quotes Aristotle as (rightly) saying, “Neither the evening star nor the morning star is more 

beautiful than righteousness” (Ethics V, 1129b). If Aristotle came to BIC and talked about what he thought 

about the heavens and the earth, I would walk back to the parsonage thinking, “I have plenty to work with 

here.” His teaching about the Prime Unmoved Mover, one and eternal, gives us some material, especially 

when it comes to his philosophy of service. Everything that is moved has a mover (Physics VII, 241b). The soul 

transmits to the body the movements by which it is itself moved (De anima I, 406a). It is a characteristic of grace, 

no less, that we serve the one who has shown grace to us. To those who have been gracious to us there are 

debts that can never be repaid; e.g. to our parents and to the gods. Life is not long enough for us to serve 

everybody as we should (Ethics V, 1133a; VIII, 1163b; IX, 1170b).  

Those of us dwelling in the Lutheran middle can appreciate Aristotle’s quest for the ethical mean. “All 

questions,” he wrote, “are a search for the middle” (Posterior Analytics 90a). There is no substance in the 

extremes of excess and deficit (Metaphysics XIV, 1090b). Ethics instructs us to return to the center, where virtue 

is found (II, 1106b-1107a).  

 For Aristotle, it is in the perfect exercise of virtue that we find happiness (Ethics I, 1102a; X, 1177a; 

Politics VII, 1332a). While he calls this exercise an activity of the soul, in reality it is much more worldly. The 

body’s actions produce the virtues or vices in the soul, not vice versa. We become just by doing just acts, and 

unjust through unjust acts. This produces startling admissions: a man can steal without being a thief (Ethics V, 

1134a), a good citizen is not necessarily a good man (Politics III, 1276b; Ethics II, 1105b), and a man who cowers 

on the battlefield becomes a coward (Ethics II, 1103b-1104a).  

What’s more, a man cannot exercise virtue perfectly without a certain amount of prosperity: “The best 

life is the gift of virtue, when virtue has external goods enough for the performance of good actions” (Politics 
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VII, 1323b). It is this infatuation with wealth that ruins Ethics. Wealth stains every Aristotelian virtue. For 

example, magnificence is found in spending money on honorable, religious, and public objects (Ethics IV, 

1122b). Justice, the most complete virtue, especially as it guides our relationship with our neighbor, is 

ultimately defined in terms of proportional returns, rewards, and contracts for services rendered (ibid. VIII, 

1155a). The mean of just action doesn’t sound very happy to me when it lies between acting unjustly and being 

treated unjustly (ibid. V, 1133b). Is this what it means to live righteously: to walk around all day worrying about 

being treated unjustly? Doesn’t this make me sound a little full of myself, and quite boring as well? In the end, 

it should not surprise us that pride, not justice, is the crown of virtues in Ethics (IV, 1124a-1125a).   

  It is worth asking if Luther was rebelling against Aristotle, the historical student of Plato, or against 

“Aristotle,” the synthetic result of a process that began with Aristotle’s rediscovery by Arab philosophers and 

ended with the toppling of Platonism, or “Platonism” as Augustine and Gregory understood it, as the 

predominant academic system in Western Europe. It was the philosophy of this “Aristotle,” the “supreme 

truth and philosopher” of Al-Farabi, Avicenna, and Averroes (as well as the Sephardic Jewish philosopher 

Maimonides) that was translated into Latin for the scholastic theologians to use, for young Martin Luther to 

study, and for the Reformer to condemn (cf. Gonzalez 237-239).  

Like adiaphora, it is not so much to the man himself, or the Arab/Latin version of the man himself, but 

to the use of Aristotle that Luther objects; in the Scholastic Disputation and the Address to the German Nobility it 

is clear that by “Aristotle” Luther means the whole system of scholastic theology, especially its champion, 

Thomas Aquinas.  

 Aside from his doctrines of sin, grace, faith, and works, there is little that is objectionable in Thomas’s 

theology. What did he have to teach us about Christian service, or charity? 

 For all his compendious quotes of Scripture, it is the Philosopher, not the Word of God, who defines 

love in Thomist theology; since all four Aristotelian causes (i.e. formal, material, efficient, final) are found in 

charity, it is the essence of virtue. It is created by the initial movement of faith, the initial infusing of grace, 

and—according to a misreading of Galatians 5:6 (ἐνεργουμένη/operatur as passive instead of 

middle/deponent)—we are perfected by our meritorious acts that spring from this virtue (STh II, 2, q. 23-24; cf. 

FC SD III 62).  

 Within this world of merit, there is an ordo caritatis, an order of charity. The cornerstone of this order is 

found in Song of Songs 2:4: 

 

`hb'(h]a; yl;Þ[' Alïg>dIw> !yIY"ëh; tyBeä-la, ‘ynIa;’ybih/ 
 

Note how the Vulgate improperly translates the noun Alïg>dI as a verb: 

 

Introduxit me in cellam vinariam ordinavit in me caritatem. (The LXX translates this as τάξατε, an imperative.) 

 

Does exegesis matter? From this improper translation the whole structure of merit is built.  

Thomist charity is an unequal love. Its inequality is reinforced negatively; i.e. it is a greater sin to not act 

according to certain loves, such as the command to love your immediate family in 1 Timothy 5:8. Thus, 

concludes Thomas, the good Christian man will of course love God more than man, but also Dad more than 

Mom, parents more than wife, and friends more than enemies; the greater love means greater merit (STh II, 2, 

q. 26-27; cf. Ap XV 25-26). 

 Jack Barry and Dan Enright (not their real names) thought they were really onto something when they 

created the game show Twenty-One, which premiered on NBC in 1956, brought to you by the good people at 

Geritol. The goal was simple: the previous show’s champion and the contender would answer questions worth 

anywhere from one to eleven points until one of them reached, appropriately enough, a score of twenty-one.  
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 Now, I’m no mathematician, but it seems to me that the simplest thing to do would be to ask for one 

eleven-point question and one ten-point question and take home my $500 (in Eisenhower-era currency) for 

every point I scored above my opponent. Contestants on the first few episodes of Twenty-One agreed with this 

logic. They kept asking Jack Barry for the big score. However, the ten-point and eleven-point questions were 

worth that much for a reason, and those first few contestants wasted the entire half hour demonstrating how 

little they knew. The show was nearly canceled. Ironically, if those contestants had succeeded in walking home 

after two questions, NBC and Geritol executives would’ve been just as enraged: they paid for a half hour and, 

by Geritol, they were going to get it.  

 What was the solution? After a few episodes of fumbling, bumbling honesty, the entire show was 

rigged—ain’t that America? See it for yourself in Robert Redford’s 1994 film Quiz Show. 

 This is scholastic love: to take advantage of a rigged system and merit twenty-one points as easily as 

possible. It is as passionate as my father giving my mother an answering machine for their twentieth 

anniversary; as romantic as the cover of England Dan and John Ford Coley’s seminal 1976 album Nights Are 

Forever. Like his hero’s Ethics, Thomas offers us a “handbook of propriety” worthy of a theologian who calls 

the Gospel the “New Law” (Durant 72; cf. Braun 14, Becker 4); like the Philosopher’s supreme ethical man, the 

result is something “very different from a Christian saint,” as Bertrand Russell—no friend of ours—wrote 

(175).  

The ordo caritatis established the “holy orders” of the Catholic Church: priests, bishops, monks, and 

nuns all dedicated to the meritorious love of God over the sacrificial love for one’s neighbor—and even for 

Mom and Dad—withdrawing from the world’s reality and the liberating, active love of Christ for a life of 

contemplative incarceration, all for the sake of the beatific vision and the “privilege” of living a life free from 

distractions. But did one find inner tranquility within those walls (cf. Tripp 180)?  

 The fruits of the ordo caritatis are obvious, and the unscriptural traditions that hold it up usurp the 

position of Christ as the only Mediator (Ap XV 8). Our merits count, not His. Acts that perpetuate these 

traditions, not the renewed attitude of the heart, become paramount (FC SD X 15); ex opere operato follows 

closely behind. Merits of penance replace mercy. Asceticism trumps marriage, the raising of children, and hard 

work as the highest calling, a lesson not lost on the young Luther: 
 

With my own eyes I saw [Prince William of Anhalt]. I was fourteen years old at Magdeburg. I saw him carrying 

the sack like a donkey. He had so worn himself down by fasting and vigil that he looked like a deaths’-head, mere 

bone and skin. No one could look upon him without feeling ashamed of his own life. (Bainton 25) 

 

 It was this kind of shame that led Luther to knock on the door of the Black Cloister in Erfurt on July 17, 

1505, seeking to find the merciful God through the rejection of the world and the abuse of the body, 

exchanging his student clothes for a novice’s habit, by which, according to the novice’s vow, “he shall deserve 

to inherit eternal life” (Oberman 127-128, Kittelson 52). 

 In the monastery Luther discovered the great deception behind the ordo caritatis: its supreme virtue is 

neither Thomist charity, nor Aristotelian pride, but the lust for domination with a minimum of effort (Plato, 

Meno, 73d; cf. Augustine, De civ. Dei V.19, Conf. III.16). Within those walls, men kept the one talent they had 

been given to themselves, believing that God was a hard man, reaping where He did not sow (Mt 25:24). For 

all his scholastic education, Luther had also stumbled into a true Platonic republic, the “maximum of static 

perfection” (Russell 106), in which the clergy, while clothing their outer selves like Christ (Bainton 28), lived 

like Plato’s philosopher-kings, dominating their republic with their sacred celibacy and “royal lies” (Durant 

35), refusing to stoop to the level of “slavish things” such as ministry (Republic III, 395a; V, 459c). Luther 

described their “love” as “mathematical,” divorced from the incarnation of Christ, divorced from the care of 

souls, scorning the work of the Gospel (e.g. Lk 13:14; AE 27:52):   
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If the bishops wanted to be true bishops and to attend to the church and the gospel, then a person might—for the 

sake of love and unity but not out of necessity—give them leave to ordain and confirm us and our preachers, 

provided all the pretense and fraud of unchristian ceremony and pomp were set aside. However, they are not 

now and do not want to be true bishops. Rather, they are political lords and princes who do not want to preach, 

teach, baptize, commune, or perform any proper work or office of the church. (SA III [10] 1-2) 

 

 

IV. The restoration of love 
 

The kings of the Gentiles exercise lordship over them, and those in authority over them are called benefactors. But not so with 

you. Rather, let the greatest among you become as the youngest, and the leader as one who serves. For who is the greater, one 

who reclines at the table or one who serves? Is it not the one who reclines at table? But I am among you as the one who 

serves. (Lk 22:25-27) 

 

While I was still wearing an officer’s uniform after my duel, I talked about servants in general society, and I remember 

everyone was amazed at me: “What!” they asked, “are we to make our servants sit down on the sofa and offer them tea?” 

And I answered them, “Why not, sometimes at least.” Everyone laughed. Their question was frivolous and my answer was 

not clear, but the thought in it was to some extent right. (Dostoevsky, The Brothers Karamazov) 

 

Music-master Mian called and, when they reached the steps, the Master said: ‘Here are the steps.’ When they reached the 

mat, the Master said: ‘Here is the mat.’ When they all sat down, the Master informed him: ‘So and so is there, so and so is 

there.’ After music-master Mian had left Zizhang asked: ‘Is speaking about such things with music-masters in accordance 

with the Way?’ The Master said: ‘Yes, that is certainly the way to assist a music-master.’ (Confucius, Analects) 

 

If I am sure of anything I am sure that [Christ’s] teaching was never meant to confirm my congenital preference for safe 

investments and limited liabilities. I doubt whether there is anything in me that pleases Him less. And who could conceivably 

begin to love God on such a prudential ground—because the security (so to speak) is better? Who could even include it 

among the grounds for loving? Would you choose a wife or a Friend—if it comes to that, would you choose a dog—in this 

spirit? (C.S. Lewis, The Four Loves) 

 

The text for consideration in Wittenberg on January 16, 1519 was John 2:1-11. In his sermon that day, 

later published as the “Sermon on the Estate of Marriage” (AE 44:3-14), Martin Luther preached that the 

shortest path to heaven was not found in forsaking the world for holy orders, but in marriage and the raising 

of children.  

This is not the Luther who begged to be accepted as a novice in 1505. Who—or what—was responsible 

for this complete transformation in his theology, this profound spiritual development? 

 Luther owed a tremendous debt to Staupitz, his confessor and mentor, who not only raised Luther up 

from sweeping the floor at the monastery to “Chair of Bible” at the university in Wittenberg, but successfully 

brought his bright young charge to the right understanding—displayed above—of the relationship between 

the inner and outer man, between faith and works (Bainton 43-45, Oberman 136). 

 The mystics, who fascinated Staupitz, gave Luther the initial push down this path, filling his mind with 

beautiful images of love and marriage. Bernard’s sermons on Song of Songs abound in wedding imagery. The 

soul desires to be “married to the Word” and joined with “the sweet yoke of love with the King of angels” 

(Sermon 83, from McGinn 257-259). From this royal source, love draws the power to flow continuously in two 

currents: the contemplative love of God and the active love of our neighbor (Sermon 50, from McGinn 525). 

 Meister Eckhart also preached on this same wedding motif, although the text was not exactly marital:  

Luke 10:38-42. According to the German mystic, the house of the “virgins” Mary and Martha provides us with 

a glimpse into the mystical union. In our marriage with Christ, He is one with us and we with Him, and we 

bear fruit, “radiant and shining with Him in one single unity,” “living in the truth that is joyously present in 
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good works” (Sermons 2, 86, from McGinn 36-38, 531-532). When we are bound to ceremonies and external 

acts, like Martha (although in a later sermon, oddly enough, Eckhart would take Martha’s side), we are 

distracted from God, our true love. Tauler calls this kind of love jubilatio, an intense awareness of God’s grace 

(Sermon 39, from McGinn 181). In his Condemnation, Eckhart confessed the primacy of faith over the external 

motions, in words that call to mind FC X nearly three centuries in advance (McGinn 497).  

 But mysticism could only take Luther so far; after all, it is not we who seek God; God seeks us. The 

mystics’ stress on inner illumination above all works and images—and even words themselves—easily led to a 

rejection of the means of grace, especially in Eckhart’s theology (e.g. Sermon 101, from McGinn 416). 

Thankfully, in 1509, Luther began to study Augustine.   

 Luther found in Augustine not only the break with scholastic theology he had been looking for, but 

also a curb to keep him from straying too far into unscriptural mysticism: “Before I called to you, you were 

there before me” (Confessions, V.2). Augustine’s ethics are predicated on this important truth. The man who 

does what God wants loves the good already, for the triune God has instilled that good in us. He is the 

beginning and the end of virtue (De civ. Dei XIV.6, XXII.30).  

 The middle is Christ (Mt 18:20, Lk 23:33). He is the means to this end (De civ. Dei XI.2). Christ as the one 

true Mediator is an image that Augustine returns to over and over throughout his work. The Son of God visits 

us in our mortality and misery, in forma Dei and in forma servi, conforming himself to those who were doomed 

to die, and He sets them free. He alone offers the long-searched-for “short cut” to participation in the divine 

nature (ibid. IX.15). He opened up this path by His death on the cross, preferring to be the sacrifice rather than 

receive it (ibid. X.20). There is no mystical ladder to climb in order to become the beloved of God, for Jesus is 

the ladder that descends to us (Confessions VIII.15; XIII.30, 36); only through Him do we have lasting, eternal 

unity with God (ibid. VII.24).  

 For Augustine, the freedom found in Christ’s incarnation leads us to live a life of service. The 

consecrated body becomes an instrument of the consecrated will, an instrument of righteousness, offering 

sacrifices for the glory of God. To God we owe service, both by receiving His sacraments and offering up 

sacrifices of humility and praise on the “altar of our heart.” The fire that burns on this altar is charity (ibid. I.16; 

X.3, 6; cf. Bernard, Sermon 49). 

 At the altar of our heart we turn to face our Groom, in whom Eros, the jealous love, and Charity, the 

submissive love, find their embodiment: 
 

But when one turns to the Lord, the veil is removed. Now the Lord is the Spirit, and where the Spirit of the Lord 

is, there is freedom. And we all, with unveiled face, beholding the glory of the Lord, are being transformed into 

the same image from one degree of glory to another. (2 Cor 3:16-18a) 

  

 “Having loved his own who were in the world, he loved them to the end” (Jn 13:1b). While everyone 

was sitting on their hands, our Lord Jesus Christ, on the night in which He was betrayed, took off His outer 

garment, wrapped a towel around His waist, and, in the form of the lowliest servant, the basest slave (even 

lower than the Chinese music-master mentioned above), washed His disciples’ feet. He did this with no 

hesitation, no sighing, no clucking of the tongue. He didn’t ask, “How will this make me look?” He did not ask 

any board or committee for permission. He did not require any money. He did this “knowing that the Father 

had given all things into his hands” (Jn 13:3b). When He had washed their feet, He spoke of His great love for 

them and sealed His declaration of love—the Rule, the mandatum Dei—by providing His beloved with the 

wedding supper of bread and wine, of His precious body and blood. After they had all partaken of the same 

loaf and drunk from the same cup of the New Testament in His blood, the same tired argument of “who was 

the greatest” flared up yet again, an argument He doused with one simple statement: “I am among you as one 

who serves” (Lk 22:27b). 
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 Then Jesus prayed to His Father, preparing Himself to submit to His Father’s will for the sinful world. 

In these prayers Jesus demonstrated His jealous love for His disciples:  
 

Holy Father, keep them in your name, which you have given me, that they may be one, even as we are one. While 

I was with them, I kept them in your name, which you have given me. I have guarded them, and not one of them 

has been lost. (Jn 17:11b-12a) 

 

The flame of our Redeemer’s jealous love would never die, as Jesus went on to pray for every soul the Father 

would give into His hands:  
 

I do not ask for these only, but also for those who will believe in me through their word, that they may all be one, 

just as you, Father, are in me, and I in you, that they also may be in us, so that the world may believe that you 

have sent me. The glory that you have given me I have given to them, that they may be one even as we are one, I 

in them and you in me, that they may become perfectly one. (Jn 17:20-22) 

 

 In the garden of Gethsemane, when those who would be greatest slept, leaving their Master isolated in 

the grip of that sorrowful night, “there appeared to him an angel from heaven, strengthening him” (Lk 22:43). 

Jesus is the Son of Man, the Ladder on whom the angels ascend and descend, just as His prayers ascend and 

descend. In submission He approaches His Father in prayer and protects His own in the world with jealousy 

and passion; yet, for all the fire of His love, He continually whispers to us, “I am among you as one who 

serves.” 

 I felt just a little out of place as I stood shivering inside the Church of St. Nicholas, waiting for the 

wedding to begin. Michael, the only friend I still had from high school besides my wife, was marrying Jamie, 

and while I couldn’t have been happier for them and was delighted to stand up as best man, it still seemed 

unreal that the few of us were gathered together in this Baroque masterpiece of a church on the northwest 

corner of the Old Town Square in Prague two days before Christmas.  

 The vows that Michael and Jamie spoke that day seemed out of place, too, but as they looked into each 

other’s eyes and repeated after the pastor, I looked at my wife holding our little daughter, and she at me, and 

we both understood that the words made sense, and we understood how beautiful a moment this was for all 

of us. Michael and Jamie were not speaking the typical “richer and poorer, sickness and health,” and all that. 

They were speaking the words of one widow to another, the bereaved woman of Moab to the bereaved 

woman of Bethlehem (Ruth 1:16-17). They echoed those promises of fidelity and faithful service that never 

fades, a promise born of faith in the heart of Ruth, who was, as we said of the shingleback, “free to go.”   

For Luther, the wedding images of Scripture paint this most beautiful picture of forgiveness, freedom, 

fidelity, and service: 
 

 My beloved is mine, and I am his. (SS 2:16) 

 

And I will betroth you to me forever. I will betroth you to me in righteousness and in justice, in steadfast love and 

in mercy.  I will betroth you to me in faithfulness. (Hos 2:19) 

 

Husbands, love your wives, as Christ loved the church and gave himself up for her, that he might sanctify her, 

having cleansed her by the washing of water with the word, so that he might present the church to himself in 

splendor, without spot or wrinkle or any such thing, that she might be holy and without blemish. (Eph 5:25-27) 

  

 In the great exchange of love between Christ and His Bride, sealed with the wedding ring of faith, we 

become “altogether beautiful” (SS 4:7; cf. Mitchell 963-965), dedicating our Christian freedom to serving Him, 

loving God, loving our neighbor, risking all, laboring for all, and loving all for His sake:  
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For the love of Christ controls us, because we have concluded this: that one has died for all, therefore all have 

died; and he died for all, that those who live might no longer live for themselves but for him who for their sake 

died and was raised.  From now on, therefore, we regard no one according to the flesh. (2 Cor 5:14-16a) 

 

“Regarding no one according to the flesh” is to see the world through the eyes of our Lover, to see that 

this narrow Lutheran middle, which we protect so jealously, opens up into a mission field as broad as time and 

space allow. The Eros that defends the faith finds content in the Charity that extends the faith (Lewis 90, 110; 

AC XX 29; Franzmann 6).  

Is there a need to perpetuate these wedding images, the “sure signs and pledges” of this love above all 

loves, which are the Word and Sacraments themselves (AE 12:265), among our people?  

This summer I was pinch-hitting for a pastor in our circuit. I asked the Bible class what portion of a 

modern wedding best expressed the love of Christ for His Church. 

The answer was silence. 

 

Conclusion: We are free to love and serve 
 

And out of this worldwide festival of death, this ugly rutting fever that inflames the evening sky all round – will love 

someday rise up out of this, too? (Thomas Mann, The Magic Mountain) 

 

To all I say: work very hard at this game of love, that you may join me, and him, in the kingdom. (Anthony Burgess, Man 

of Nazareth) 

 

Think of the time when you will be the pastor of a congregation and make a vow to God that you will adopt the apostle 

[Paul’s] method, that you will not stand in your pulpits sad-faced, as if you were bidding men to come to a funeral, but like 

men that go wooing a bride or announcing a wedding. (C.F.W. Walther, Law and Gospel) 

 

And above all these put on love, which binds everything together in perfect harmony. (Col 3:14)  

 

Mencius, the most famous follower of Confucius, had had it with “village poseurs,” men who went 

through the motions of the Way with no sincerity. This was not what Confucius, the Master, intended. The 

Master had taught the way of “cultured spontaneity.” Cultured spontaneity, ironically, required a great deal of 

effort, a host of prescribed rituals, which “trimmed” inborn emotions. The Master’s rival, Laozi, encouraged 

men to forsake rituals and not waste time trying to fix a corrupt world (Tao Te Ching 38). Effort poisons 

experience. Yet Mencius couldn’t help but notice that the rival had his own host of rituals.  

 The goal was the same for both men. By participating in the Dao (道 “Way”), or Tian (天 “cosmic 

order”), we achieve de (德 “virtue”). The problem, as Mencius saw it, was not the external act (or non-act), but 

the attitude of the heart. He, too, was searching for the Rule. The Master taught that one had to love the Dao 

before genuine instruction could take place (Analects 6.12, 7.8, 7.30). The Master’s rival said the same. What 

was a man to do? Should he settle for being a village poseur, a “thief of de”? How could his heart be sincere 

before following the Way? How could the road that leads to virtue only work for those who were already 

virtuous? Where did that kind of pre-existing virtue come from? Mencius found himself caught between the 

traditionalist effort of Confucius and the primitive effortlessness of Laozi.  

 Did Luther not find himself in the same position, a medieval Mencius at the crossroads of Catholic 

tradition and the radical, primitive anarchy of Zwinglians and Zwickau Prophets, fire-breathing Müntzer and 

iconoclastic Anabaptists? Apparently this spiritual problem is not endemic to the West.   

 In Trying Not to Try, Edward Slingerland, Professor of Asian Studies and the Canada Research Chair in 

Chinese Thought and Embodied Cognition at the University of British Columbia (!), claims that the ancient 
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Chinese concept of wu-wei (無為 “not-doing”) is the key to unlocking the mysterious phenomenon that an 

athlete in the West might call being “in the zone” or “on fire,” a higher dimension of effortless effort, of 

spontaneity over calculation, of nothing but net; in Slingerland’s terms, “hot” over “cold” cognition (27-28). 

 What will foster sincere love for the wu-wei unto de, this path of spontaneity, this life of hot cognition? 

How can we reconcile the ways of Confucius and Laozi and solve the problem for Mencius? For Slingerland, 

the solution exists in a “community of trust” based on shared values (though not, he assures us, an adherence 

to “ancient texts”) instead of rewards and punishments, an “entity of commitment” filled with sincere 

“cooperators” who understand that in any entity such as this, “defectors,” or “thieves of de,” will be around in 

their own insincere way—like weeds in a field of wheat (112, 178-180)! Haven’t we heard that metaphor 

somewhere before? 

 If the distinguished Chair of Embodied Cognition had tripped over a copy of our Confessions as he 

walked between the moldy stacks of the library, he would’ve discovered that a handful of medieval Germans, 

of all people, had found both the way to live spontaneously and the way to love that spontaneous way of life, 

joyfully and sincerely:    
 

We also believe, teach, and confess that all people, particularly those who have been reborn and renewed through 

the Holy Spirit, are obligated to do good works. In this sense the words “necessary,” “should,” and “must” are 

used correctly, in Christian fashion, also in regard to the reborn; in no way is such use contrary to the pattern of 

sound words and speech. Of course, the words necessitas, necessarium are not to be understood as a compulsion 

when they are applied to the reborn, but only as the required obedience, which they perform out of a spontaneous 

spirit [libero et spontaneo spiritu]—not because of the compulsion or coercion of the law—because they are “no 

longer under the law, but under grace.” (FC Epit IV 8-10) 

  

Like Mencius, the world will continue to agonize under the paradox of spontaneity. We will live by 

ours. In view of our Savior’s righteousness, the source of our Christian liberty, let us shed the pessimistic view 

of ministry along this middle way as a “dangerous calling” beset with uncountable chances for failure, for 

unfaithfulness to the Bride and the Groom. Let us heed the admonition given to the Ephesian Christians and 

return to our first love (Rev 2:4), to this blessed, mystical union with Christ, to His declaration of love in the 

Gospel, His betrothal to us in Baptism, and the wedding supper He serves us at His Table, that we may love 

each other with “jealousy unyielding as the grave” (SS 8:6 NIV), with the immovable fidelity of the 

shingleback, abounding in grace and peace and living sacrifice. Out of the Spirit of spontaneity, let us risk all 

that we have for this middle path, this “royal road” between the righteousness of works and the righteousness 

of anarchy (AE 26:343), and embrace this life on the edge with our Lord Jesus, “in whom all the fullness of the 

Deity dwells in bodily form” (Col 2:9 NIV), for “in him all things”—contemplation and action; Eros and 

Charity; effort and effortlessness; West and East; inner spirit and external work; freedom and service; life and 

death; time and eternity; God and man—“hold together” (Col 1:17b).    
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